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FRONTIER HOSPITALITY
Accommodations, including hotels, bed 

and breakfasts, cabins and campgrounds, 

abound to welcome all types of visitors. 

Endless choices of restaurants are located 

in the communities of Fort Vermilion, La 

Crete, and High Level.  Fourteen scenic 

campgrounds and a number of provincial 

parks and recreation areas provide access 

to remote wilderness areas.  

Businesses along the major 

transportation routes have 

long served the resource sector 

and have ample capacity to 

comfortably harbour travellers.

 www.rediregion.ca info@rediregion.com (780) 926-4233

TOURISM
incredible!

Tourists to the REDI Region have landscapes, events, and experiences 
to explore! Most visitors arrive to spend time with family and friends, while others 
are connecting to destinations in the Far North.  In a region spanning 80,000 square 
kilometers, even the local residents can enjoy feeling like a tourist!

Situated about 700 km from both Edmonton in the south 
and Yellowknife in the north, the region is about a day’s 
scenic drive away along all-season, paved highways. 

The High Level Airport has scheduled flights 
from major centres in Alberta and 
the Northwest Territories.  

River travel along the 
Mighty Peace gives another 
beautiful perspective.
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SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
Visitors are surrounded by nature, culture, 
and history.

Wilderness expeditions and sports lure many 

tourists to the REDI Region. Visitors can enjoy river 

or lake trips by canoe or kayak, hike, horseback 

ride or cycle along the sand ridges in the Hungry 

Bend Sandhills, and observe and photograph many 

of the 600 species of wildlife in the area.  Hunting 

and trapping are popular traditional activities and 

outfitters facilitate the harvesting of birds, fish, 

and mammals.  

Twenty hours of daylight in June enable many 

rounds of golf, time to unwind around the campfire, 

or forage for wild berries and mushrooms.  

In winter, the Aurora Borealis will dazzle even the 

most seasoned sightseer.  Ice-fishing, snowmobile 

treks and races, cross country skiing at the Rocky 

Lane Ski Trails, snowshoeing, and down-hill skiing 

in the Buffalo Head Hills are sure to thrill.  

For those exploring history and culture, the REDI 

Region provides year-round experiences.  The 

Mackenzie Crossroads Museum and Tourist 

Information Centre, Fort Vermilion Heritage 

Centre, and the Mennonite Heritage Village 

provide glimpses of early indigenous lifestyles and the progression of 

settlement by fur traders and farmers.  Displays depict local wildlife, 

geology, and recent events such as the Chuckegg Creek Wildfire.  

The Fort Vermilion Agricultural Fair, La Crete Professional Rodeo, 

Canada Day parades, National Indigenous People’s Day celebrations, 

winter carnivals and dog sled races entertain all ages.  Print and on-line 

information is readily available from the museums and the Mackenzie 

Frontier Tourist Association, which can guide tourists to historic 

locations including the Old Bay House in Fort Vermilion or the Eleske 

Shrine at Child Lake.  

The REDI Region is a fascinating mix of natural areas, 

historical features, cultural experiences, and rural vacation 

opportunities.

Visitors can tour the winter wilderness 
along hundreds of kilometers of 
maintained snowmobile trails 
and old cutlines.

Contact Us
www.rediregion.ca
info@rediregion.ca

(780) 926-4233
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A modern place with a frontier feeling.
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Tourism through the seasons
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